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Requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uniform Guidance and NCGS What is an audit? Single audit?Independent review of accounts.  Adds compliance with state/federal grantsHow is that different from the many other audits and monitoring events I went through this year?Other reviews are going to be for a specific grant by individuals working within that grant.  The single audit will be a review of all of your accounts and grants generally on a rotating basis.Are we required to have different auditors and/or firms each year?     NoIf not, how often should we consider changing the firm?I have a good accounting firm, Can I just use my accounting firm to do my audits too?  No, it must be a CPA firm licensed with the State of NC, and independent of the school/district or anyone who works on behalf of the school/district.  Because…Any suggestions for when looking for a new audit firm?  Check with CPA boardGoogle Search Interview – Experience with NC school accountingEnsure competence of the auditors selected



Timelines
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due Dates Oct 31Can you describe the ideal timeline for an audit? From selection to completing an audit?Ideally the auditor should be selected in January/February timeframe.  We typically send out contracts for the following year at the beginning of Jan.  	March-May - Onsite for Compliance & Individual Schools	June - Inventory Counts	July - Upload/send preliminary items/items that are complete	July-September or early October - Onsite for Year End	August-October - Financial Statements2. What can we do to ensure timely audit submission?      Bank Reconciliations complete, upload/send information to auditor as soon as possible no later than when they are onsite, send any remaining information sooner rather than later, update your MD&A timely.3.Top tips for meeting the audit timeline/making the audit go smoothly?      Look at your balance sheet and know your accounts and if the balances make sense.      Provide most documents in excel if available (especially your trial balance, payroll register, account details)      Anything that can be provided electronically ahead of being onsite is helpful.      Make sure someone is available/onsite when inventory is scheduled that can access all areas of inventory      Laptop available with read only software especially at year end      Rescheduling      Be responsive4.Do most audit organizations offer a checklist?      Yes, you should receive a letter from your auditor well in advance with a detailed list and timeline that they want the information.  Look at it as soon as possible, some of the items will likely need to come from other departments.  Typically will be a combination of questions and documents that are needed.  



The Audit 
Process
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who in our organization is responsible for managing the audit? Who do you typically work with at a school district during the audit? Audit partner is responsible for managing it, and they will manage a small staff.  We always have an audit partner onsite in the spring and fall at least a portion of the time, but it is not required.  Who we work with depends on the size of the district.  In most districts it’s the Finance Officer primarily but then we work with specific staff on certain items.  We may work with other directors on compliance.  Most items are filtered through the Finance Officer.2How involved should my management team, board, or audit committee be in the selection and audit process?  Should the board have training? The management team and the board should definitely have training and understand the importance of the audit and what it does and doesn’t to.  The day to day of completing the audit is usually handled by the Finance Officer, but often times there will be a recap with the Superintendent.  That can be even if thing are good.3. How much of my staff should I make available for the audit?     Anyone that has a crucial role in your accounting department and the director of any specific programs (spring).  If we have a fixed asset question, we will need to ask someone knowledgeable about fixed assets etc.4. Is there a difference if I use a 3rd party accounting firm? Speak to compliance and internal control responsibilities versus accounting data.5. Is there standard information or documentation we can have ready before the audit work begins? 6. What is materiality & how should we use that in financial management? Or how does it impact my audit?	Materiality is looking at how big an item is compared to the whole.  Ex. don’t chase $1 and miss $1,000 issue.  We look at it in an audit and you should too (resources)7.What steps/process should the PSU expect? Timelines, communications?  (covered on timelines)8. Is it my organization’s responsibility to keep up with new accounting standards? Or will our auditor assist us? LeasesSubscriptions this yearIt is the school/district's responsibility to keep up.  Check with your auditor if they will assist you with the journal entries.  They should be available for questions.9. I have acquired a new building that has debt covenants I need to meet, Does this impact my audit or what you will be looking for? Should I be managing something throughout the year? Yes, your audit will need to report compliance with debt covenants.  You should be determining if you are meeting those covenants through the year so it’s not a surprise.10. Types of issues you run into that cause delays in the audit?    Reconciliations not complete, unknown asset or liability accounts, subledger not matching the ledger, and lack of responseAudit Communications - 12. What types of reports are issue?    Audit Report (Auditor's opinion, Report on Internal Controls over financial reporting and compliance, report on compliance with federal and state programs), Communication with those charged with governance, potentially management letter13. What is meant by a modified/unmodified audit report?    Unmodified - Clean opinion, modified - clean except for14. Are there tips for ensuring consistency and accuracy in the preparation of the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal and State Awards?      We typically prepare the SEFSA for our clients and they review with the statements.  We ensure that the SEFSA ties back to the financial statements of state and federal awards, review each PRC to make sure we understand the source of funding    and if it came from the state did it really come from the federal government and passed through the state.  15. Do I have to present the audit to the Board? Or does the auditor have to present the findings to the board?      Yes, the audit and findings are required to be presented to the board.  In scheduling the audit presentation, make sure your auditor knows if there are changes to the board meeting (especially late in the year with holidays)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who in our organization is responsible for managing the audit? Who do you typically work with at a school district during the audit? Audit partner is responsible for managing it, and they will manage a small staff.  We always have an audit partner onsite in the spring and fall at least a portion of the time, but it is not required.  Who we work with depends on the size of the district.  In most districts it’s the Finance Officer primarily but then we work with specific staff on certain items.  We may work with other directors on compliance.  Most items are filtered through the Finance Officer.2. How involved should my management team, board, or audit committee be in the selection and audit process?  Should the board have training? The management team and the board should definitely have training and understand the importance of the audit and what it does and doesn’t to.  The day to day of completing the audit is usually handled by the Finance Officer, but often times there will be a recap with the Superintendent.  That can be even if thing are good.3. How much of my staff should I make available for the audit?     Anyone that has a crucial role in your accounting department and the director of any specific programs (spring).  If we have a fixed asset question, we will need to ask someone knowledgeable about fixed assets etc.4. Is there a difference if I use a 3rd party accounting firm? Speak to compliance and internal control responsibilities versus accounting data.5. Is there standard information or documentation we can have ready before the audit work begins? 6. What is materiality & how should we use that in financial management? Or how does it impact my audit?	Materiality is looking at how big an item is compared to the whole.  Ex. don’t chase $1 and miss $1,000 issue.  We look at it in an audit and you should too (resources)7. What steps/process should the PSU expect? Timelines, communications?  (covered on timelines)8. Is it my organization’s responsibility to keep up with new accounting standards? Or will our auditor assist us? LeasesSubscriptions this yearIt is the school/district's responsibility to keep up.  Check with your auditor if they will assist you with the journal entries.  They should be available for questions.9. I have acquired a new building that has debt covenants I need to meet, Does this impact my audit or what you will be looking for? Should I be managing something throughout the year? Yes, your audit will need to report compliance with debt covenants.  You should be determining if you are meeting those covenants through the year so it’s not a surprise.10. Types of issues you run into that cause delays in the audit?    Reconciliations not complete, unknown asset or liability accounts, subledger not matching the ledger, and lack of response11. Audit Communications - 12. What types of reports are issue?    Audit Report (Auditor's opinion, Report on Internal Controls over financial reporting and compliance, report on compliance with federal and state programs), Communication with those charged with governance, potentially management letterWhat is meant by a modified/unmodified audit report?    Unmodified - Clean opinion, modified - clean except forAre there tips for ensuring consistency and accuracy in the preparation of the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal and State Awards?      We typically prepare the SEFSA for our clients and they review with the statements.  We ensure that the SEFSA ties back to the financial statements of state and federal awards, review each PRC to make sure we understand the source of funding    and if it came from the state did it really come from the federal government and passed through the state.  15. Do I have to present the audit to the Board? Or does the auditor have to present the findings to the board?      Yes, the audit and findings are required to be presented to the board.  In scheduling the audit presentation, make sure your auditor knows if there are changes to the board meeting (especially late in the year with holidays)



I have a finding#*!? 
Now what?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Single Audit Resolution requirementsWhat is my organization expected to do if we have an audit finding? Review the finding, make sure you understand what it is, determine how it happened, and work to resolve it as soon as possible.  Respond to letter you will receive from DPI ensuring you have completely answered everything and have proper signatures.2. I received a management letter from the auditor, what is the difference between this and an audit finding?   Do I need to do anything?  Similar to a finding, but less severe  (Material Weakness, Significant Deficiency, Management Letter, Communication).  Yes, needs treated the same as a finding to fix except no report to DPI??



Top Audit Findings - CS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 findings and 25 schools All of these findings come up every year



Top Audit Findings - LEA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 findings and 25 schools All of these findings come up every year



Top Audit Findings - LEA
Did not follow Uniform Guidance Procurement Procedures
District did not drawdown State funds for eligible expenditures
District did not properly with hold insurance
Double Dipping
Excess funds not returned to DPI
Gfeller Waller
GL Balances Inaccurate
Improper Employer Tax Payments
Improper Teacher License
Internal Controls No Approvals
IT General Control Concerns
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
83 findings and 35 schools All of these findings come up every year
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